
 

 

Combative Martial Arts Association 
Stick Fighting 

  

 Weapons are an important aspect of Combative Martial Arts (CMA).  If possible, 

it is usually better to be armed then unarmed.  Once you learn how to swing a stick 

properly, you will be able to use many items in the environment (improvised weapons) as 

a weapon. 

 Combative stick fighting feels more like ‘whack a mole’ (but not so futile) then 

the baton twirlers often seen on YouTube.  As a threat approaches whack it with your 

stick and keep whacking until you are safe.  The only reliable finishing target is the head 

but you can hit any target (hand, arms etc) that threatens you.  Just be certain you do not 

hit into their hands so they can grab your stick.  If they grab your stick then knee them.  

Keep the strikes simple and powerful. Often people prefer two hands on the stick like a 

baseball bat when under adrenaline.  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J0aTP_zcggg 

 Hold the stick in your rear hand.  This allows you to put maximum power into the 

strike.  It also allows your lead hand to strike the attacker and protect the stick.  It is best 

to strike the opponent with your empty lead hand then hit with the stick.  Swing the stick 

with full body mechanics just like you would a baseball bat.  Practice hitting a tire to 

develop power.  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dsmQBb1tz6Y 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PeOAgLVE89M 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FxGpA7KoZr8 

 

 
Use the free hand to hit him then strike with the stick. 

 

 
Practice hitting a tire. 

 There are many things you can do to protect the stick from being grabbed.  By 

having the stick in your rear hand you already make it harder to grab.  Use the lead hand 

to strike the person and to keep them away.  You can push their hands away or push on 
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their head if they try to dive in then hit them with the stick.  If they grab your stick then 

hit them with a knee strike. 

Some people are not stopped by strikes for whatever reason.  If the strikes don’t 

finish off the attacker then some simple chokes and strangulations may do it.  Please refer 

to the following demo:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HrsmNpyZXWc 

In the real world, stick vs. stick situations are rare.  However we can learn from 

some of these training methods.  For defense against swings the brace or reinforced block 

is best.   The populate slice block is worthless against swings.  Have a partner hit you full 

power swing and you will quickly discover this for yourself.  The braced block can also 

translate easily to improved weapons like a thick school book.  If they do a thrusting 

strike then just swat it away, ideally with the force and not against the force.  Stick 

sparring with real sticks and a fencing mask is a ton of fun plus a great adrenaline rush.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BTcG59STZV8  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uhxWLS2pr3w  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vFE5-N8lV-M 

 

 
Brace Block and Sparring 

   

Blunt weapons are usually the first weapons that I instruct.  Blunt weapons 

require similar body mechanics as unarmed power strikes so they compliment and 

develop each other.  I usually have students swinging sticks right from their first class.  A 

martial art class without weapons is not too martial. 

 

http://www.amazon.com/Finish-Stick-Craig-J-Sira/dp/1440405743/ 

 http://www.amazon.com/Finish-It-With-Choke-

Strangle/dp/B00HUGNGU8/ref=pd_rhf_gw_p_tnr_1 

http://www.amazon.com/CMA-Combat-Fitness-Technique-

Form/dp/B00BD7FUJA/ref=pd_rhf_gw_p_t_1_RKFD 

 

Please contact Craig Sira if you have any questions or if you would like any 

additional information.  Seminars and remote training are available. 
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Craig Sira 

911 S. Eleven Mile 

Midland, MI 48640 

(989) 631-5960  

theacademymartialartsfitness@gmail.com 

http://theacademymartialartsandfitness.webs.com/ 

http://www.facebook.com/home.php#!/group.php?gid=101938623192665 

http://combativemartialartsassociation.webs.com/ 

http://www.facebook.com/home.php?sk=group_101938623192665#!/home.php?sk=grou

p_130198229519&ap=1 
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